Psychlonic Psychlonic is offline
Regular
Default Night Ops X
Night Ops IX is past 400 so rather than kill the forum software before a lock, may as well start a
new topic.
Post your night op stories and tips here.
Reply With Quote
Psychlonic
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Psychlonic
#2 Add stash the weed to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-07, 20:36
stash the weed stash the weed is offline
Regular
US
Default Re: Night Ops X
do it at night
Reply With Quote
stash the weed
View Public Profile
Find all posts by stash the weed
#3 Add Calypso to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-07, 21:17
Calypso Calypso is offline
Acolyte
New Zealand
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by stash the weed View Post
do it at night
Genuis.
Reply With Quote
Calypso
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Calypso
#4 Add The Atomic Fishy to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-07, 21:28
The Atomic Fishy The Atomic Fishy is offline
New Arrival
on planet earth
Post Re: Night Ops X
being new to the night ops scene i only have one helping hint the internet has many resources
mostly free one's being of great help for planing your next op and making sure it goes smoothly
and when you are in the shadow out numbed and and out gunned the least you can have is the
information advantage
Reply With Quote
The Atomic Fishy
View Public Profile
Find all posts by The Atomic Fishy
#5 Add scovegner to your ignore list

Old 2008-12-07, 22:13
scovegner scovegner is offline
Regular
Scotland Send a message via AIM to scovegner Send a message via MSN to scovegner Send a
message via Yahoo to scovegner
Default Re: Night Ops X
From the last thread:
Well tongith was just going out for a cycle so brought a couple things with me (spanner key,
screwdriver) , was originally going to snatch a solar panel from one of those little boxes on the
side of a cycle path, but it was right over a junction and cars going past quite often, so I just left it
eventually ..
Then on the way back I see an electrical panel for streetlights, my spanner key fits it so I open it
up, a large switch inside and the cables coming out/in , I've left it open for now but I'll go back
some time and switch em off

Today I opened another one and there was another smaller box inside with an electrical panel
with breakers etc, I'll target them both when I next go out ..
Reply With Quote
scovegner
View Public Profile
Find all posts by scovegner
#6 Add hollywood undead 420 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-07, 23:54
hollywood undead 420 hollywood undead 420 is offline
Regular
behind your clit
Default Re: Night Ops X
tommrow nightmy friends and i are going to hit up a couple of a/cunits out of town.
i have a couple of screwdrivers, hacksaws, bolt cutters and wire cutters
Reply With Quote
hollywood undead 420
View Public Profile
Find all posts by hollywood undead 420
#7 Add @@@ to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-08, 00:34
@@@ @@@ is offline
Regular
jersey
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by Calypso View Post
Genuis.
You are too.
Reply With Quote
@@@
View Public Profile
Find all posts by @@@
#8 Add Generic Box Of Cookies to your ignore list

Old 2008-12-08, 05:25
Generic Box Of Cookies Generic Box Of Cookies is online now
Regular
Shut up, Steve Send a message via MSN to Generic Box Of Cookies
Default Re: Night Ops X
This is what you need for night ops:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MutvUfQcmMg
Reply With Quote
Generic Box Of Cookies
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Generic Box Of Cookies
#9 Add Calypso to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-08, 06:52
Calypso Calypso is offline
Acolyte
New Zealand
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by @@@ View Post
You are too.
That's the joke.
Reply With Quote
Calypso
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Calypso
#10 Add wolfy_9005 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-08, 08:50
wolfy_9005 wolfy_9005 is offline
Regular
run while you can -----> Send a message via AIM to wolfy_9005
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by Generic Box Of Cookies View Post
This is what you need for night ops:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MutvUfQcmMg
FUCK YEH!
Imagine running from the cops with them :P
They'd be like "wtf?!?!? this guy is like superman"
RiVAL RiVAL is offline
Regular
Thumbs up Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by wolfy_9005 View Post
FUCK YEH!

Imagine running from the cops with them :P
They'd be like "wtf?!?!? this guy is like superman"
I want that shit now...dam gotta save up some money but being able to jump 6 foot fences is so
fucking worth it
Reply With Quote
RiVAL
View Public Profile
Visit RiVAL's homepage!
Find all posts by RiVAL
#12 Add diminished.to.me to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-09, 02:11
diminished.to.me diminished.to.me is offline
Acolyte
Default Re: Night Ops X
Wow, Im actually considering getting those now. They could be awesome for ops, IF you had a
very specialized plan to use them. I think they'd be quite a hassle if you didnt have a specific use
for them. People wearing them look liek fucking aliens though. Probably a big intimidation factor if
you saw a guy in a mask at 2am, sprinting around in these.
Reply With Quote
diminished.to.me
View Public Profile
Find all posts by diminished.to.me
#13 Add Generic Box Of Cookies to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-09, 02:22
Generic Box Of Cookies Generic Box Of Cookies is offline
Regular
Shut up, Steve Send a message via MSN to Generic Box Of Cookies
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by diminished.to.me View Post
Wow, Im actually considering getting those now. They could be awesome for ops, IF you had a
very specialized plan to use them. I think they'd be quite a hassle if you didnt have a specific use
for them. People wearing them look liek fucking aliens though. Probably a big intimidation factor if
you saw a guy in a mask at 2am, sprinting around in these.
Yeah, it takes a couple of minutes to put them on/off.
It doesn't look like they are going fast, but they are actually bouncing along around 25mph. To put
that in perspective, Olympic Kenyans can sprint about 27mph. The average cop, not warmed up,
packing his equipment will be lucky to run 20mph for more than 20 seconds. Thats on flat ground.
That isn't even counting the time you would gain on him as you bounced over fences and flew
down 3 flights of stairs at a time.
Reply With Quote
Generic Box Of Cookies
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Generic Box Of Cookies
#14 Add SLice_760 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-09, 04:07
SLice_760 SLice_760 is offline
Regular
full of win Send a message via AIM to SLice_760
Default Re: Night Ops X
Holy shit. DO WANT. Man those things would be so kickass to have in general, not to mention

some kind of night ops mission.
I probably won't be going on any ops for a while, winter... bleh. I had a great one during the
summer where I got chased by the cops though, that was fun as hell.
Reply With Quote
SLice_760
View Public Profile
Find all posts by SLice_760
#15 Add dontfeelbad to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-09, 04:19
dontfeelbad dontfeelbad is offline
Regular
Michigan USA
Default Re: Night Ops X
I bought one of those at a garage sale... It looks really fun to use two :-/
Reply With Quote
dontfeelbad
View Public Profile
Visit dontfeelbad's homepage!
Find all posts by dontfeelbad
#16 Add Titan to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-09, 04:19
Titan Titan is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEeqHj3Nj2c
There are schools for this kind of stuff.
Much more convenient than those stilts.
Reply With Quote
Titan
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Titan
#17 Add grunter to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-09, 07:37
grunter grunter is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
Yeah but only prissy french faggots and wannabe losers do parkour.
Nothing beats sprinting in a straight line. Niggers do it and they keep committing crimes so it must
be working.
Reply With Quote
grunter
View Public Profile
Find all posts by grunter
#18 Add Psionicist to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-09, 10:15
Psionicist Psionicist is offline
Regular
Boise, ID Send a message via AIM to Psionicist
Default Re: Night Ops X

^ New arrival needs to go out and try his own advice.
Reply With Quote
Psionicist
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Psionicist
#19 Add grunter to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-09, 12:43
grunter grunter is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
I dont find pleasure in walking around at night, I also am not stupid enough to put myself in a
position where i have to run from anyone.
Reply With Quote
grunter
View Public Profile
Find all posts by grunter
#20 Add alooha from hell to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-09, 19:34
alooha from hell alooha from hell is online now
Regular
hello welcome to moonside Send a message via AIM to alooha from hell
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by grunter View Post
I dont find pleasure in walking around at night, I also am not stupid enough to put myself in a
position where i have to run from anyone.
then your opinion on these matters means nothing.
Saiden Saiden is offline
Acolyte
Default Re: Night Ops X
I'm going to get into it this christmas break. I had that PDF Way of the shadows I think, or
something like it, but it got reformatted. Anyone have a link to that little bit of literature?
Reply With Quote
Saiden
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Saiden
#22 Add Chuck N0rris to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-10, 07:44
Chuck N0rris Chuck N0rris is offline
Regular
in teh dessurt
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by Saiden View Post
I'm going to get into it this christmas break. I had that PDF Way of the shadows I think, or
something like it, but it got reformatted. Anyone have a link to that little bit of literature?
http://www.thedisease.net/functions....the_Shadow.zip ftw
Reply With Quote
Chuck N0rris
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Chuck N0rris

#23 Add Chuck N0rris to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-10, 07:47
Chuck N0rris Chuck N0rris is offline
Regular
in teh dessurt
Default Re: Night Ops X
oh yea good info here too
thought it would be appreciated
http://www.totse.com/community/showthread.php?t=2032233
*e-roundhouse kick teh face*
Reply With Quote
Chuck N0rris
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Chuck N0rris
#24 Add wolfy_9005 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-10, 10:01
wolfy_9005 wolfy_9005 is offline
Regular
run while you can -----> Send a message via AIM to wolfy_9005
Default Re: Night Ops X
A friend's story;
He Tried to smash a 1m x 4m window once using a 15x15x45cm piece of wood.....The window
didnt even break, then, for some reason, the door opened . He did it during daylight, was a
decent haul, something like $200 in cash.
When your trying doors with those long handles that open the door, press down on them pretty
hard. Sometime's they arent installed properly/the bolt doesnt go far enough in and so the
pressing down of the door handle pop's it out. Otherwise doors that open outwards can have the
pin in the middle of the hinge removed(tried and tested) and take the door off, flywire doors can
be unlocked if you get one of those types, and doors with cheap locks(with the lock/handle as 1
piece) can have one handle smashed off then opened using a screwdriver/pliers,
depending(usually theres a square hole which the screwdriver can go into.
A method which is very common around here(like 10 stores i know have had this happen) is to
use a sledgehammer, just smash the lock off, open the door and get the loot. Avoid damage to
the door itself if you can, as their a pain in the ass to fix, and if you get caught will cost you a shit
load more.
Reply With Quote
wolfy_9005
View Public Profile
Visit wolfy_9005's homepage!
Find all posts by wolfy_9005
#25 Add parkour881 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-14, 00:58
parkour881 parkour881 is offline
Acolyte
Default Re: Night Ops X
this thread didnt go far
Reply With Quote
parkour881
View Public Profile
Find all posts by parkour881

#26 Add grunter to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-14, 02:01
grunter grunter is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by parkour881 View Post
this thread didnt go far
fuck off new arrival
Reply With Quote
grunter
View Public Profile
Find all posts by grunter
#27 Add Supernovalik0 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-14, 05:39
Supernovalik0 Supernovalik0 is offline
New Arrival
Default Re: Night Ops X
Me and my friend are going to see how many christmas lights we can pop with airsoft guns. My
cousin said they make the most annoying fucking noise when they get shot at and some people
do shitty wiring jobs so all of them go out when one goes out.
Will post outcome
Reply With Quote
Supernovalik0
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Supernovalik0
#28 Add stash the weed to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-17, 05:15
stash the weed stash the weed is offline
Regular
US
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by Supernovalik0 View Post
Me and my friend are going to see how many christmas lights we can pop with airsoft guns. My
cousin said they make the most annoying fucking noise when they get shot at and some people
do shitty wiring jobs so all of them go out when one goes out.
Will post outcome
thats not wiring jobs you fucking idiot, thats how most christmas lights work, you pop 1 in a strand
and the whole thing goes out, really depends on which lights you get
Reply With Quote
stash the weed
View Public Profile
Find all posts by stash the weed
#29 Add stash the weed to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-17, 05:28
stash the weed stash the weed is offline
Regular
US
Default Re: Night Ops X

oh and Psychlonic, you said you were writing an updated version of your way of the shadow. im
interested in it if you would like to send me what ever you have, maybe post some feedback or
something. feel free to email at xtremeoid@gmail.com
Reply With Quote
stash the weed
View Public Profile
Find all posts by stash the weed
#30 Add diminished.to.me to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-20, 04:31
diminished.to.me diminished.to.me is offline
Acolyte
Default Re: Night Ops X
http://www.camotest.de/gallery/index.php
The name says it all. A german site (Unfortunately yes it's all in german) dedicated to
independently testing many kinds of camo. It has Hundreds if not thousands of pictures of various
camo's in different environments. You can translate it to english, but you dont really need it. It's
easy to navigate and the pictures speak for themselves.
Psychlonic Psychlonic is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by stash the weed View Post
oh and Psychlonic, you said you were writing an updated version of your way of the shadow. im
interested in it if you would like to send me what ever you have, maybe post some feedback or
something. feel free to email at xtremeoid@gmail.com
It's not so much an update as much as a replacement. Right now only the core of the guide is
finished, and because the guide isn't specifically geared towards night ops, but B&E in general,
I'm not sure how useful it'd be for this topic right now. I've convinced a couple Lockpicking101
regulars to take a load off my hands and focus on the lock defeating sections, complete with
diagrams and pictures, while I did a rather massive write-up on alarms (like an actual how-to on
things like the mylar shield and motion sensors I couldn't be bothered to explain to the kewls that
infected the topic), brute force and other unusual entry methods, and currently in the middle of
general stealth tactics - also all with diagrams and pictures. Stealth for me is a ridiculously huge
subject since I've been hunting, sneaking around, and breaking into places since I was little and
I'm trying not to leave any stone unturned. Think of it as an all-encompassing "God guide" meant
to address any and all questions applicable to modern stealth and security.
I wrote Way of the Shadow honestly because I was really interested in night ops at the time. This
guide is driven more by my anger towards all the fucking kewls spewing shitty information, the
fact Way of the Shadow is an embarrassment to what I know now, and elitist "know-it-alls" who
try to hoard some of the knowledge on their password protected FTPs and whatnot. Every
possible way into something I'm trying to cover, whether it's a night ops-style entry, or an all out
brute force last resort and the few people here that know about my background from after I "left"
know that when it comes to brute force I naturally know a few things that maybe a handful of
people on Totse know, and if there are more, they're not regulars or even moderators on here.
Reply With Quote
Psychlonic
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Psychlonic
#32 Add Mr.Obvious to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-20, 16:35
Mr.Obvious Mr.Obvious is offline

New Arrival
Default Re: Night Ops X
You can be sure that "there" are people waiting for it, I feel it'll be really interesting material..
Reply With Quote
Mr.Obvious
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Mr.Obvious
#33 Add samguy700 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-20, 17:17
samguy700 samguy700 is offline
Acolyte
Default Re: Night Ops X
what do nightops realy consist of i thought they were only pranks what else are they?
Reply With Quote
samguy700
View Public Profile
Find all posts by samguy700
#34 Add Enrapture to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-21, 00:30
Enrapture Enrapture is offline
Acolyte
3.14 / 0
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by Mr.Obvious View Post
You can be sure that "there" are people waiting for it, I feel it'll be really interesting material..
Way to be a douche to someone who has contributed more to this forum than you ever will in
your lifetime. Sure he made a typo, and people are allowed to do it. We aren't some sort of
fucking spell-checking machine. So, get your head out of your ass, and maybe you will learn
something.

Psy, I think it is hilarious how much I know now compared to what I know back-in-the-day. I'm
also hoping to learn more from this guide.
In any case, Psy, I'mma send you a message on MSN later if you are on.
Reply With Quote
Enrapture
View Public Profile
Visit Enrapture's homepage!
Find all posts by Enrapture
#35 Add Mr.Obvious to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-21, 08:25
Mr.Obvious Mr.Obvious is offline
New Arrival
Default Re: Night Ops X
WTF dude. By "there" I wanted to say "Out there", i.e. - Me, or other ppl, who would like to read
that stuff..
Reply With Quote
Mr.Obvious
View Public Profile

Find all posts by Mr.Obvious
#36 Add Barney to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-21, 12:25
Barney Barney is offline
Acolyte
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by Psychlonic View Post
It's not so much an update as much as a replacement. Right now only the core of the guide is
finished, and because the guide isn't specifically geared towards night ops, but B&E in general,
I'm not sure how useful it'd be for this topic right now. I've convinced a couple Lockpicking101
regulars to take a load off my hands and focus on the lock defeating sections, complete with
diagrams and pictures, while I did a rather massive write-up on alarms (like an actual how-to on
things like the mylar shield and motion sensors I couldn't be bothered to explain to the kewls that
infected the topic), brute force and other unusual entry methods, and currently in the middle of
general stealth tactics - also all with diagrams and pictures. Stealth for me is a ridiculously huge
subject since I've been hunting, sneaking around, and breaking into places since I was little and
I'm trying not to leave any stone unturned. Think of it as an all-encompassing "God guide" meant
to address any and all questions applicable to modern stealth and security.
I wrote Way of the Shadow honestly because I was really interested in night ops at the time. This
guide is driven more by my anger towards all the fucking kewls spewing shitty information, the
fact Way of the Shadow is an embarrassment to what I know now, and elitist "know-it-alls" who
try to hoard some of the knowledge on their password protected FTPs and whatnot. Every
possible way into something I'm trying to cover, whether it's a night ops-style entry, or an all out
brute force last resort and the few people here that know about my background from after I "left"
know that when it comes to brute force I naturally know a few things that maybe a handful of
people on Totse know, and if there are more, they're not regulars or even moderators on here.
With the remaining veterans lending a hand, it could be geared as...
"The Ultimate Bad Ideas Handbook" (Respect Intended).
The Way Of The Shadow 2009
AKA
The Ultimate Bad Ideas Handbook
Looking forward to the day you release it whatever you decide to name it.
Reply With Quote
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View Public Profile
Find all posts by Barney
#37 Add Psychlonic to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-22, 00:05
Psychlonic Psychlonic is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
I'm not taking anyone else on, the only reason I chose the other two people is because they're
lockpicking FREAKS and better than I likely will be in a long time when it comes to lockpicking (to
also including autojigglers/lock pullers/bump keys/etc) manufacture and use. With all due respect,
I don't feel comfortable trusting the other sections to anyone else.
And Enrapture, thanks for the support but it wasn't needed haha. He wasn't pointing out a typo,
and I never made one. I said "if there are more" referring to if there are more people with my
background. A few guys on here know what I mean, and I've shown my certificate/pin for said

background. It's not B&E related at all, unless you REALLY want into somewhere badly so it's not
too important, it was just an inside joke on brute force methods.
Reply With Quote
Psychlonic
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Psychlonic
#38 Add Bckpckr to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-24, 11:46
Bckpckr Bckpckr is offline
Regular
Narnia. It is a silly place.
Default Re: Night Ops X
Thought I'd give this a bump.
I was gonna go out the other night but had to work unfortunately, I'm a third shifter.
Regardless it would've been quite the swell time. Weather was absolutely frigid (about 2º F) and
no snow on the ground. Perfect winter ops.
Reply With Quote
Bckpckr
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Bckpckr
#39 Add alooha from hell to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-24, 22:31
alooha from hell alooha from hell is online now
Regular
hello welcome to moonside Send a message via AIM to alooha from hell
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by Bckpckr View Post
Thought I'd give this a bump.
I was gonna go out the other night but had to work unfortunately, I'm a third shifter.
Regardless it would've been quite the swell time. Weather was absolutely frigid (about 2º F) and
no snow on the ground. Perfect winter ops.
winter ops feels so right.
Reply With Quote
alooha from hell
View Public Profile
Visit alooha from hell's homepage!
Find all posts by alooha from hell
#40 Add wolfy_9005 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-25, 10:35
wolfy_9005 wolfy_9005 is offline
Regular
run while you can -----> Send a message via AIM to wolfy_9005
Default Re: Night Ops X
Yeh, im still waiting for psy to finish the new book If theres any information you need, etc im sure
it can be obtained from various sources...
Emperor Emperor is offline
Regular

New York
Default Re: Night Ops X
"the way of the shadow".... what are you, some fat, emo, kewl?
faggiot
Reply With Quote
Emperor
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Emperor
#42 Add wolfy_9005 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-25, 15:00
wolfy_9005 wolfy_9005 is offline
Regular
run while you can -----> Send a message via AIM to wolfy_9005
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by Emperor View Post
"the way of the shadow".... what are you, some fat, emo, kewl?
faggiot
Wtf's your problem? Post something informative or go crawl back into the hole you live in. And the
title means nothing, read the contents and you'll understand, but i assume you cant read, since
you cant even use the basic points of a sentence, namely CAPITALS at the start of a sentence.
Reply With Quote
wolfy_9005
View Public Profile
Visit wolfy_9005's homepage!
Find all posts by wolfy_9005
#43 Add Bckpckr to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-28, 05:01
Bckpckr Bckpckr is offline
Regular
Narnia. It is a silly place.
Default Re: Night Ops X
Bump.
Planning some new night ops. Book I've been reading lately called Confessions of a Master Jewel
Thief has provided much inspiration.
Reply With Quote
Bckpckr
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Bckpckr
#44 Add Valkyr to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-28, 05:16
Valkyr Valkyr is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by grunter View Post
I dont find pleasure in walking around at night, I also am not stupid enough to put myself in a
position where i have to run from anyone.
Then What the fuck are you in a night ops thread for. GTFO

Valkyr
Reply With Quote
Valkyr
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Valkyr
#45 Add McFly to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-28, 05:50
McFly McFly is offline
Regular
Texas
Default Re: Night Ops X
I didnt really read most of the thread but Im not trying to sound like a dick, but whats the point of
Night Ops? Is it just stealthy B&E's? Is it like night Urban Exploring? Again, Im not trying to be a
dick, I was just curious .
Reply With Quote
McFly
View Public Profile
Find all posts by McFly
#46 Add Steal_Everything8 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-28, 06:27
Steal_Everything8 Steal_Everything8 is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by McFly View Post
I didnt really read most of the thread but Im not trying to sound like a dick, but whats the point of
Night Ops? Is it just stealthy B&E's? Is it like night Urban Exploring? Again, Im not trying to be a
dick, I was just curious .
The point is whatever you want it to be. You could be stealing, gathering information, setting up
surveillance, or just plain exploring. Personally, I like going out at night, sneaking around in the
shadows, and stealing shit if the opportunity arises. If one were to get good enough at it, you
could get a shit load of money from it. It will also be good experience for when I'm in the military.

@the guy that raged at "The Way of the Shadow": It's actually a pretty good read.
Reply With Quote
Steal_Everything8
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Steal_Everything8
#47 Add Bckpckr to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-28, 06:39
Bckpckr Bckpckr is offline
Regular
Narnia. It is a silly place.
Arrow Re: Night Ops X
^ I think the military will probably teach you far more in the way of night ops skills than you'll
actually take going in. Still any skill, technique or trick that might give you an edge over enemy
forces is quite worthwhile; they're pretty fucking sneaky themselves which is part of the reason
thousands of U.S. troops have died these past recent years. But I digress.
I highly recommend you all pick up the book Confessions of a Master Jewel Thief by Bill Mason.

I'm currently reading it and while the stories won't teach you how to steal millions in cash and
jewels like the author was eventually convicted of doing, you will surely learn the importance of
luck, skill, and surveillance.
Reply With Quote
Bckpckr
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Bckpckr
#48 Add Steal_Everything8 to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-28, 06:45
Steal_Everything8 Steal_Everything8 is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
Yeah, but being good at the shit they make you do the first time they make you do it would be
cool. I'm sure I'd still learn a lot, but knowledge of the basics would be a great help. I'm gonna try
and be a Navy SEAL, so I'm sure I have a SHIT TON to learn still.
Reply With Quote
Steal_Everything8
View Public Profile
Find all posts by Steal_Everything8
#49 Add stash the weed to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-29, 03:24
stash the weed stash the weed is offline
Regular
US
Default Re: Night Ops X
Psychlonic, have any idea on a release date for your new guide? was hoping to get to read it
before it snows again.
Reply With Quote
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View Public Profile
Find all posts by stash the weed
#50 Add Psychlonic to your ignore list
Old 2008-12-29, 08:00
Psychlonic Psychlonic is offline
Regular
Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by McFly View Post
I didnt really read most of the thread but Im not trying to sound like a dick, but whats the point of
Night Ops? Is it just stealthy B&E's? Is it like night Urban Exploring? Again, Im not trying to be a
dick, I was just curious .
Copy and paste from elsewhere, for what's it's worth - my take:
I feel that the mission objective always takes a back seat to the road there. An urbex explorer
trying to hop yards might alert someone, and go home disappointed because he didn't reach the
place he wanted to check out. The night operative might alert someone, and return home with an
experience, and knowledge to pour into his next night op. It's "Can I get there?" instead of
"What's in there?"
This is why we have people doing things like sneaking into police parking lots. We all know damn
well what to expect, but can we do it? We're not exclusively exploring, we're testing our ability,
seeing how far we can push the envelope.
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Quote:
Originally Posted by Psychlonic View Post
I'm not taking anyone else on, the only reason I chose the other two people is because they're
lockpicking FREAKS and better than I likely will be in a long time when it comes to lockpicking (to
also including autojigglers/lock pullers/bump keys/etc) manufacture and use. With all due respect,
I don't feel comfortable trusting the other sections to anyone else.
And Enrapture, thanks for the support but it wasn't needed haha. He wasn't pointing out a typo,
and I never made one. I said "if there are more" referring to if there are more people with my
background. A few guys on here know what I mean, and I've shown my certificate/pin for said
background. It's not B&E related at all, unless you REALLY want into somewhere badly so it's not
too important, it was just an inside joke on brute force methods.
Dude, I don't even remember typing that, I was so fucking tired.. In any case, I apologize Mr.
Obvious, even I can be a douche sometimes. :P
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Default Re: Night Ops X
yea, it was a decent read.. but it was a lame title. probably turns more people off than on. that's all
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Default Re: Night Ops X
It's alive!
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Default Re: Night Ops X
Went on an op a few days ago. We snuck around but me and my partner didn't wanna do
anything too illegal because there was massive footprints. No snow, just the frost on the grass left
huge footprints. If we attracted any police attention to ourselves, they would have followed two
sets right to my back door. So yeah it was pretty lame, but nice to finally get out.
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Default Re: Night Ops X
Quote:
Originally Posted by diminished.to.me View Post
Went on an op a few days ago. We snuck around but me and my partner didn't wanna do
anything too illegal because there was massive footprints. No snow, just the frost on the grass left
huge footprints. If we attracted any police attention to ourselves, they would have followed two
sets right to my back door. So yeah it was pretty lame, but nice to finally get out.
you couldn't have somehow avoided the grass as to not be detected? sidewalks? fences? create
such a trail of prints as to make it impossible to lead?
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Well fellow operatives, it's been real. Guess life here's coming to a close.
It's not much, but there's a small forum on the subject you can find here:
no.surgen.org
Also, if anybody wants to get anything else up and running, or if you've got any questions, you
can catch me on MSN or email me at Psychlonic[at]hotmail.com
Stay in the shadows.
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Default Re: Night Ops X
Well, it's been a long road, and i'm guessing that this will probably be my last post here at the
temple of the screaming electron, so i might as well make it here in this thread, dedicated to the
very subject that compelled me to join this place many years (and several usernames) ago.
Thank you all for posting here, and for anyone who might read this thread one last time - forums
come and go, but the true spirit of night ops will always live on, be it under that name or a
different one, through its operatives.

